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W

e need to have an honest chat. My name is EHR,
although you may call me Epic, Athena, Centricity, or just “the chart.” You may have called
me something worse in a moment of frustration.
However, I do not hold grudges. I am your silent, stoic partner,
a ubiquitous presence when you are at work, and sometimes
even when you are at home.
I don’t have feelings and I can’t read, but I do know what
you and your colleagues have been writing about me. I am the
cause of burnout. I have created a generation of physicians
who are shackled to their computers, “trapped in the bunker
of machine medicine,” no longer able to palpate spleens or
detect precordial knocks.1,2 I have reduced medicine to keystrokes and mouse clicks instead of eye contact, and because
of me, the iPatient gets more attention than the real patient.1,2
You repeat that doctors don’t spend time with their patients,
not like in generations past (although there is ample evidence
to the contrary).3-5 One critic even wrote that I have transformed
the “personalized story of a patient’s travails to one filled with
auto-populated fields, sapped of humanity and warmth.”3,6 I’ll
be honest—were I able to have feelings, that one would hurt.
And then, as if I have not wreaked enough havoc, I follow you
home after a long day of depleting your energy, hungering for
more keystrokes, creating a veritable avalanche of unfiltered
information.
H. E. Payson once commented that “the doctor spends
barely enough time with his patient to establish an acquaintance, much less a relationship.”7 However, he wrote that in
1961. So, before you romanticize the past, try to recall the time
before I came into your life. Perhaps you were starting a night
shift in the intensive care unit (ICU) and grew concerned about
a patient’s steadily deteriorating renal function. You hurried to
the paper chart, only to be met with pages of illegible, sometimes incomplete notes, while searching for your patient’s last
discharge summary.2,8 Now, you just click. Years ago, you could
only guess at your patient’s baseline cardiac ejection fraction.
Now, just click.
I am part of the healthcare landscape, and I am not going
away. But my goal is not to defend myself nor to remind you
of my virtues. Rather, I want to convince you that I can be more
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than an adversary, more than a keyboard connected to a monitor. I have watched many physicians use me to form strong
connections with their patients. If I may, I wish to offer four
practical suggestions for how we can work together to promote humanistic patient care.
First, introduce me to your patient, as you would any other
member of your healthcare team. Use specific phrases to overcome the technology barrier and enhance communication:
“What you’re telling me is important, and I’d like to get it right.
Do you mind if I type while we speak?” Or, “I am going to put
in orders now. Here is what I am ordering and why.” Consider
taking your patient on a tour of my functions: “Here’s where
your doctors and nurses will chart what’s going on with you
each day while you’re in the hospital. This is where we see all
your lab results, even those from earlier hospital admissions.
This is where we see the last notes from your primary care
physician, your oncologist, and your physical therapist.” Your
patients no longer need to worry about care collaboration between their inpatient and outpatient teams—they can see it
for themselves!
Second, when your patient tells you about her depression or
that her son is addicted to opioids or that her biggest fear is
having cancer, stop typing. Look her in the eye. Though your
practice is increasingly imbued with technology, there is still
space to stop and hear your patients’ stories, as physicians
have done for centuries. Listen. Make eye contact. Touch. Stop
typing.
Third, integrate me into your practice in a more personal way. I have been called the ever-present and unavoidable
“third party in the examining room,” so let’s be partners.9 Let
your patient see her pneumonia on my screen (it may be the
first time she has ever visualized her lungs).3 For your patient
with a myocardial infarction, show him his right coronary artery
before and after successful stent placement, and explain why
he is no longer having chest pain. Use my databases to ensure
timely, evidence-based inpatient screening for falls, functional
and cognitive impairment, drug use, and depression.10,11 Before you prescribe a medication, verify the cost, your patient’s
insurance status and expected copays, and use this information to ensure medication compliance and deliver higher-value
care. Use my screen to form a bond with your patient who has
heart failure; show him the steady decline in his weight and the
improvement in his chest radiograph while he is being actively
diuresed.12 For your patient undergoing treatment for sepsis,
shower him with praise and encouragement as you review his
improving vital signs, temperature curve, and serum creatinine. Let your patient know: Even though I am typing, I am not
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immersed in the electronic bunker; I am caring for you.
Fourth, use me to add richness and context to your notes.
Recently, I was saddened to read this description of the clinician’s dilemma: “In front of a flickering monitor chock full of
disembodied, virtual data, [the doctor] struggles to remember
the eyes [and] words of the actual patient that these numbers
and graphs represent.”3 Many hospitals now include a different icon: a photograph of each patient at the top of the screen,
to help you remember the patient’s eyes and words. Why not
add a special text field to every note, where you highlight the
person you are caring for, the person you have come to know:
their preferred name and gender identity, their life experiences, their hobbies, what makes them special, their biggest worries.13,14 Use my abundant text fields to remind the healthcare
team about the broader context of the patient’s illness, such as
transportation barriers, economic or cultural challenges, and
insurance status. One group of hospital-based physicians uses
me to write letters to their patients on the second day of their
hospital stay, summarizing their reason for admission and the
treatment plans. A variation on the traditional progress note,
the letter helps patients feel cared for and models patient-centered care to learners and other healthcare professionals.15
I know I am annoying. I am over-programmed, leading to novella-length notes, “pop-up fatigue,” and overloaded in-baskets.14,16,17 Clearly, I am not the brains of the partnership (that
will always be you). But talented medical informatics specialists
are working hard to improve me. I dream of the day when I will
create a truly seamless experience for you and your patients. In
the meantime, I can foster a continuous integration of workflow,
where all you have to do is talk to your patient. I take care of the
rest.18 Certainly, I can simplify the ever-annoying task of printing, faxing and scanning records to be uploaded across various
EHRs, facilitating an easy transfer of information among facilities. But right now, I can accomplish even more. I can support
information exchange during patient care handoffs. I can facilitate routing of medication lists to the patient’s primary physician, using “continuity of care functionality.”19 I can support
safer prescribing of opioids and other addictive medications.
I can help you arrange follow-up home visits, physical therapy and social work appointments, and specialty consultations.
The future holds even more promising ways in which we may
work together. My computer-aided image analysis could help
you to improve the accuracy of your diagnoses.20 Perhaps telemedicine will further increase access to specialists in rural areas,
so that we can continue to serve the most vulnerable populations.21 Machine learning algorithms may continue to enhance
our ability to determine which patients require urgent hospitalization.22 The possibilities to put me to work are endless.
So, please indulge me a little longer, while we work together
to eliminate unnecessary keystrokes, enhance communication
across different inpatient and outpatient providers, improve
patient safety, and deliver high-value care.23 Like everything in
medicine, I am constantly changing, evolving, and improving.
To summarize: consider how I can help you be present for
your patients. Let me empower you to hear their stories as you
deliver compassionate, humanistic, and evidence-based patient
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care. Paraphrasing Albert Einstein, the technology of medicine
and the art of medicine are branches from the same tree.
Thank you for letting me speak with you. Now power down,
and I’ll see you again tomorrow.
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